
Go Hororata Meeting  

29-3-2022 

7.30pm Zoom 

Attendees: Craig Blackburn (Chair), Mark Stewart, Helene Youngman, Penny Oliver, Margaret Cross, Jenni Carter, 

Lucy Cookson, Marty Gameson, Pauline Pearce, Kirsty Brown (Playcentre), Rebecca Congalton (Playcentre), Anna 

Steel (Playcentre) 

Apologies: Susan Thornley, Will Freeman 

Presenter: Jackie Gurden 

Minutes Secretary: Cindy Driscoll 

 

Minutes: 

1. Minutes previous meeting  

a. Taken as read 

b. Accepted as true and accurate  

 

2. Jackie Gurden presentation on Hororata Museum feasibility study  

a. Jackie comes from a wide planning background with heritage and tourism 

b. Didn’t come into this project just focused on the museum came in with a wider lens on the community 
and district  

c. Study connected the community and museum project  

d. There are no big red flags out of the work she did – community with dynamic leaders, funding and vision, 
have a beacon project for the district  

e. Missing piece of the study is the costings 

f. Narrowed down the fact it centres around the hall 

g. Recommendation looks at options and continue work on wide aspirations for the whole community 

h. Don’t lose sight of the museum concept in the process  

i. What has become evident this is not just a museum, this is wider and flows through the whole 
community, layers with Maori history, women’s right to vote, agricultural, homesteads etc 

j. Also considered what is happening in the heritage space in the wider Selwyn District, it is about 
connection and joining the dots – what is happening in Hororata very much fits into the district strategy 
and the SDC need to get behind and embrace  

k. As a leader you always strike the bumps on the road which is what this community has experienced  

l. Challenges ahead – getting SDC on side, get brief right, when Jackie came on board there were two 
separate projects. We had different projects teams looking at each project. Now projects have merged 
now and now Go Hororata need to look at who we go forward with  

m. Need to make sure we have a project team with a creative team 

n. Strip this back as a community and really work out the brief 

o. Work closely with HCT on brief and capture aspiration and make sure that we pay to get the results 
needed, might need more than the $20,000 from SDC at this stage  

p. At a point with a really pivotal project and need to get the brief right now  

q. Next step is to develop a small team, think through the brief 



3. Discussion following Jackie’s presentation  

a. Good to have the independent view that we are all working together, all groups included, this is about 
the whole community. We have the ability to move forward as a group. Agree we need to get the right 
team on board for the next stage of the project. Don’t want to reinvent the wheel and we don’t want to 
pay twice. Need to be clear on who owns the concepts and drawings  

b. We still have an issue with having no clear direction from SDC, feels like they are stalling the project 
again, want veto over what we do on the land  

c. Need to change ‘in principle’ for hall and land to the community and need to pitch this deal to the SDC 

d. Need to push for the million to be included in the deal but could ask for this to be voted on separately if 
need be 

e. Need to proceed with brief and putting the project team together so ready to hit the ground running 

f. Need a binding MOU – HCT drafting and will circulate soon with Go Hororata 

g. SDC have no say on what we do on the land 

h. Level of frustration felt by the group, we need to get an outcome 

i. Some committee members not comfortable with spending any more money on reports without certainty  

j. Need to ensure that smaller meetings are minuted and circulated within the wider group 

 

4. Playcentre  

a. Need conversation with Playcentre fits into the hub  

b. Need to work together 

c. Playcentre don’t feel they have been involved enough in the discussion at this point  

d. Scout den option to be looked 

 

5. Hororata Historic society update 

a. Has put grant application to Lotteries to get remaining $25,000 for stage two of the feasibility study 

b. Have been working with Canterbury Museum on the protecting/sorting the collection. In April doing more 
work on this 

c. Not looking at opening just working on protecting the collection because they are moving out of their 
building they don’t have a choice 

d. Canterbury Museum happy to advise and Te Papa on this project 

e. Everyone needs to understand we are not picking up existing displays need a modern 21st century space  

f. Very keen to be part of the hub  

 

6. Overview of vision for the community hub  

a. Cindy gave overview, people to give feedback as needed 

 

7. Where does the HCT fit in the picture  

a. The HCT can provide structure for the project by: 

o Providing resource through Cindy to project manage and pull things together 

o Fundraising when it comes time 

o Be the entity the property is vested with on behalf of the community  

b. Very much guided by the community  



c. The HCT is a registered charity which is legally bound by its deed, this should give a high level of 

confidence to the community 

8. Hororata Reserve and Hororata Citizens Committees proposal  

a. Agree to this proposal  

b. Important to have Residents group which is not part of Council  

c. Important to have one voice 

d. Need to have a public meeting asap once COVID has passed is peak  

 

9. Media 

a. Beware of the media trying to make a story out of this, no benefit to media statement yet, no one to 
make comment  

 

10. Next steps 

a. Wait for a few weeks for response from SDC as there is a lot of movement around Council at the moment 
which may see an outcome. 

In the meantime: 

b. HCT will work on a MOU to circulate to the group which can be present to SDC if there is no resolution. 
This will cover SDC agreeing to handing over the land and hall to the community and the million dollars 
but could see the SDC separate the vote so that we can get certainty (ie vote for land and hall to be 
vested back to the community voted on separately from money)  

c. Cindy to lead developing the brief for the community hub further and get proposals from potential 
project partners ie. Hamish Shaw Architects and Joseph and Associates, investigate if we should consider 
anyone else  

d. Meeting with Playcentre to discuss how they could fit into the Hub 

 

Meeting closed 8.50pm 


